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Introduction
Indonesia is acknowledged as the third world largest cocoa beans 

exporter. As raw material for chocolate, cocoa beans role as strategic 
estate commodity which generated US$ 1.345 billion of foreign 
exchange revenue in 2011. The Indonesian annual production of cocoa 
beans is about 550 thousand tons which grown over Sulawesi, Papua, 
Java and Sumatera. Cocoa bean from Indonesia, accounted by 82% 
of the total cocoa export, is only used as additional material by cocoa 
industrialized countries. However, the value of this commodity still can 
be increased by improving the quality of cocoa beans to comply the 
demand of destined countries in ASEAN, USA, European Union and 
China. Thus, rapid and appropriate cocoa beans quality determination 
method is required in order to provide high quality product required 
by consumers [1-3].

Near infrared reflectance spectroscopy (NIRS) has become one 
of the most promising and used non-destructive methods of analysis 
in many field areas including in agriculture due to its advantage; 
simple sample preparation, rapid, and environmental friendly since 
no chemical materials are used. More importantly, it has the potential 
ability to determine multiple quality parameters simultaneously [4]. 
Several researches concerning on NIRS application for cocoa have been 
conducted, including raw cocoa beans that made into powder, [5-7] 
cocoa powder, [8-10] raw cocoa liquors and roasted cocoa liquors, [11] 
cocoa butter and liquid cocoa, [12] commercial cocoa, [13] and dark 
chocolate  [14]. Spectra comparison generated from raw cocoa beans 
powder, roasted cocoa powder, chocolate mass and fine chocolate 
had been carried out [15]. Material used by those researchers was 
processed cocoa or powder cocoa. However, Indonesia as cocoa beans 
exporter requires cocoa quality determination in the form of intact or 
unprocessed beans. 

In order to generate robust calibration model used for food 
analysis, PLS is one of widely used quantitative analysis method. 
PLS leads to a reduction in the number of latent variables where the 
convergence of the system to the minimum residual error is often 
achieved in fewer latent variables. Meanwhile, research regarding 
the use of NIRS has applied spectra correction to obtain reliable, 
accurate and robust model. It was due to the heterogeneity of cocoa 
beans characteristics and the performance of spectra correction. SNV 

removes the multiplicative interferences of scatter, particle size, and the 
change of light distance as well as MSC. It corrects both multiplicative 
and additive scatter effects. MC is often the simply preferred pre-
processing method prior calibration development as it focuses on 
differences between observations rather than their absolute values. MC 
ensures that the resulting data or model may be interpreted in terms of 
variation around the mean. It was applied to all spectras (calibration 
and prediction). The purpose of MN is to scale samples in order to get 
all data on approximately the same scale based on area, mean, range, 
maximum, peaks and unit vector. All spectra data were also normalized 
as mean normalization. OSC used for correction of instrumental drift, 
bias and scatter in NIR spectra. The OSC seek to correct X data matrix; 
NIR spectra data by removing the information from the spectra that 
is orthogonally uncorrelated to the Y data matrix; reference quality 
attributes data. This is was done in order to avoid the removal of useful 
information that is important for modeling, and removes only the 
irrelevant variation that creates problems for the regression model. This 
treatment is applied jointly to all the spectra in the calibration set. DT 
tends to remove nonlinear trends in spectroscopic data. It calculates 
a baseline function as a least squares fit of a polynomial to the sample 
spectral data. DT was applied to individual spectra [16,17].

In previous research, it had been revealed that spectra of intact 
cocoa beans found in individual bean were similar to stacked cocoa 
beans [18]. Thus, this research was regarded as further study to predict 
fat content in intact cacao beans which had never been conducted 
before by any researchers. The objective of this research was to test and 
analyze the quality of intact cacao beans particularly the fat content 
using NIRS method. This research used PLS as regression approach. 
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Abstract
The majority of Indonesia’s cocoa export is raw beans which accounted by 82% of the total export. Indonesian cocoa beans are 

only used as additional material by cocoa industrialized countries due to low quality. The objective of this research was to study and 
analyze the application of near infrared reflectance spectroscopy (NIRS) method coupled with partial least squares (PLS) to determine 
the quality of cocoa particularly to predict the fat content in intact cocoa beans which has never been conducted before. Besides, 
this research was also to study the application of six spectra pre-processing methods i.e. mean centering (MC), multiplicative scatter 
correction (MSC), standard normal variate (SNV), mean normalization (MN), orthogonal signal correlation (OSC) and de-trending 
(DT) in increasing the performance of PLS. It is found in this study that PLS combined with MSC and SNV provide prediction value 
with root mean square error calibration (RMSEC) were 0.93% and 0.91% respectively, whilst root mean square error prediction 
(RMSEP) and ratio of performance to deviation (RPD), generated from both spectra pre-processing were similar i.e. 1.11% and 1.95 
respectively. 
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Besides, this research also studied the uses of 6 spectrum correction 
methods in increasing the performance of PLS.

Materials and Methods
Time and venue

The research was conducted from July 2012 up to February 2013 
in Indonesian Coffee and Cocoa Research Institute (ICCRI), Indonesia 
and Georg-August-University of Göttingen (GAUG), Germany. 
Samples were collected in ICCRI, Indonesia. Meanwhile, spectra 
acquisition by NIRS, fat content determination by standard laboratory 
methods, were carried out in GAUG, Germany.

Cocoa sample

Material used in this research was cocoa cv.“Lindak”, harvested on 
July till August and came from the same orchards. Harvested cocoa was 
dried using mechanical dryer to obtain cocoa beans which suitable for 
storage. Dried cocoa beans were sorted and packed in a sealed plastic 
stored at cold storage below 20°C temperature prior transported to 
Göttingen, Germany.

The following step was to package 40-45 g of cocoa beans per each 
sample into a sealed plastic and then labeled. The total sample packages 
were 110. All samples were stored at temperature approximately 20°C 
for about 2 weeks. Cocoa powder was obtained by grinding cocoa 
beans and sieved at 24 mesh to produce uniform size and then stored 
using sealed labeled plastic bottle.

NIRS spectra acquisition

NIR spectra data of all samples were acquired using a benchtop 
fourier transform near infrared  (FT-NIR) instrument (Thermo 
Nicolet, Antaris model MDS-method development sampling). 
Sample measurement with integrating sphere was chosen as a basic 
measurement in this study. Background spectra correction was 
performed every hour automatically. Cocoa beans sample in a bulk 
form, amounted 40 – 45 grams, were placed manually into the cup and 
it rotates for 360 degree during spectra acquisition. Diffuse reflectance 
spectra in wavelength range of 1000 – 2500 nm with the increment 
of 2 nm resolution were acquired 64 times and averaged. The spectra 
of cocoa were collected at two different forms, i.e. intact cocoa beans 
and cocoa powder. The spectra of intact cocoa beans were acquired by 
placing cocoa beans into cup arranged in compact, multi-layered and 
piled with minimum air space among beans. During spectra acquisition, 
the cup was set to rotate 360 degree. Meanwhile, the spectra of powder 
cocoa were acquired by placing powder cocoa into cup which also set to 
rotate 360 degree. Spectra acquisition of intact cocoa beans and cocoa 
powder for similar sample were taken at the same day [18].

Fat content

Fat content was determined using Soxhlet method [10]. Ten gram 
of sample was mixed in the tube with maximum 150 ml n-hexane and 
extracted in soxhlet apparatus set at 95°C for 6 hours. Once this process 
is complete, n-hexane was evaporated using rotary evaporator until it 
is only fat liquid is left in the tube. These liquid fat were dried at 105°C 
for 30 minutes.   

Spectra analysis

Spectra analysis was computed using Unscrambler software® X 
version 10.1. Spectra data correction was performed using six spectrum 
correction methods i.e. mean centering (MC), multiplicative scatter 
correction (MSC), standard normal variate (SNV), mean normalization 

(MN), orthogonal signal correlation (OSC) and de-trending (DT). 

Partial least square (PLS) was used to predict fat and moisture 
content which also compared with the laboratory result test. PLS 
regression is one of the most popular methods for multivariate 
calibration of NIR spectra data. PLS takes X (NIR spectra data) and Y 
(desired quality attributes) matrices into account when developing the 
models to find the latent (or hidden) variables in X that will best predict 
the latent variables in Y. PLS maximizes the covariance between X and 
Y. In this case, convergence of the system to a minimum residual error 
is often achieved in fewer factors. PLS also leading to the reduction of 
the number of latent variable [17,19].

Calibration and validation

Calibration models were developed to predict fat content based 
on raw and pre-processed spectra. Samples were split into calibration 
and validation datasets. PLS calibration with ten-segments full cross 
validation was applied to establish these models. The capability of 
calibration models were quantified by predicting quality attributes of 
external validation samples.

Prior to calibration model development, original NIR spectra 
acquired from the NIR instrument were analyzed through principal 
component analysis (PCA). It was important to select data for 
calibration in order to obtain a robust model. PCA employs a 
mathematical procedure that transforms a set of possibly correlated 
response variables into a new set of non-correlated variables, called 
principal components. The first principal component accounts for as 
much of the variability in the data as possible, and each succeeding 
component accounts for as much of the remaining variability as 
possible. PCA is used as a tool for screening, extracting, compressing 
and discriminating samples based on their similarities or dissimilarities 
of multivariate data. In this study, all data were subjected to PCA in 
accordance with the Y value (measurement reference value), and then 
used 65% of the data for calibration set and the remaining 35% was used 
for prediction set. In order to obtain good calibration and prediction 
data set, some requirements should be met including: data used for 
prediction set should be in the range of calibration set, and prediction 
dataset should evenly distributed. Based on this portion (65%: 35% for 
calibration and prediction respectively), a total 72 samples were used 
for calibration while 38 samples for prediction set. 

The reliability of the model was determined using correlation 
coefficient (r) and root mean square error calibration (RMSEC) 
parameters. A good model was determined by high value of correlation 
coefficient and low value of RMSEC. Subsequently, cross validation at 
selected spectra was conducted using K-fold cross validation method. 
In this study, samples were divided into 10 folds (segments) with 
randomized average 7 samples per segment. The reliability of cross 
validation was determined using r and root mean square error cross 
validation (RMSECV) [20,21].

Once calibration step is completed, the models were quantified 
using prediction dataset. The model reliability was determined 
using statistic parameters including r value, root mean square 
error prediction (RMSEP), and ratio of performance to deviation 
(RPD) value. It is obvious that an ideal model should have high 
value of r and RPD, but low value of RMSEP. Additionally, the 
RMSEP should be also lower than SD of actual studied data [22,23].
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the performance and model robustness generated from cocoa powder 
acquisition which can be seen from r, RMSEC, RMSEP and RPD 
value. Meanwhile, the application of spectra corrections using MSC 
and SNV in intact cocoa beans could give tremendous increases on 
the performance and model robustness which can be seen from the 
significant increases of r, RMSEC, RMSEP and RPD value.

Spectra corrections, MSC and SNC, have ability to remove 
multiplicative interferences of scatter, particle size, and the change of 
light distance. They are also known could improve the multiplicative 
effect and additive scatter. All those abilities are very important in 
reducing the effect of air space among cocoa beans and air space inside 
the bean. Those were thought as factors that made MSC and SNV in 
this study, as the fittest spectra correction methods that could enhance 
the performance and robustness of PLS result for intact cacao beans 
with similar r value i.e. 0.91, similar RMSEP value i.e. 1.11% and similar 
RPD value i.e. 1.95. Accordingly, the RMSEC generated from MSC and 
SNV was 0.93% and 0.91%. 

= PSDRPD
RMSEP

Where ŷi is the predicted value of the i-th observation. yi is the 
measured value of the i-th observation from desired quality attributes. 
n is the number of observations in the calibration, validation or 
prediction set. SDP is standard deviation for the prediction data.

Result and Discussion
Calibration and Validation Data Set

Descriptive statistics for fat content measurement in calibration 
and prediction dataset are described in Table 1.

Cocoa Beans Spectra

Generally, the spectra collected from intact cocoa beans and 
cocoa powder had quite similar pattern (Figure 1). Obvious peak 
in wavelengths at around 1460 nm and 1940 nm (moisture bands) 
were found in both spectra. However, detail figure shows that the 
peak spectra indicating the fat content, are more easily seen in the 
NIRS spectra generated by cacao powder rather than found in intact 
cacao beans. In the previous study, [18] found the wavelength that 
generates information of fat content ranges from 1200-1220 nm, 1730-
1750 nm, 1755-1775 nm, 2320-2340 nm and 2340-2360 nm. Similar 
findings also noted by other researchers for cocoa bean, cocoa powder 
and commercial chocolates that effective wavelengths for fat content 
prediction are: 1200, 1730, 1744, 1760, 2250-2300, 2322, 2334, 2340, 
1243 and 2360 nm [10,13,15].

Fat content calibration and prediction

Cocoa beans with fat content of 35.3% – 45.8% were used in this 
research. PLS analysis for fat content measurement was conducted with 
spectra correction treatment (Table 2). 

In the prediction of fat content without spectra correction, as shown 
in Figure 2, it can be seen that cocoa powder had higher r value, lower 
RMSEC and RMSEP compared to intact cocoa beans. Thus, it may be 
concluded that cocoa powder had better prediction result compared to 
intact cocoa beans. In accordance with RPD result, it was found that 
RPD value for cocoa powder and intact cocoa beans were 2.02 and 1.65, 
respectively. The good performance of a model is indicated by RPD 
value ranging from 2 – 3. If RPD value ranges from 1.5 to 2, it means 
that the performance of model is sufficient which still appropriate for 
rough quantitative prediction [24]. Moreover, latent variables used for 
cocoa powder prediction was fewer than intact cocoa beans. Thus, it 
can be concluded that fat content prediction for cocoa powder was 
more efficient than intact cocoa beans. 

The differences on the reliability and robustness generated from 
prediction result of intact cocoa beans and cocoa powder could be 
due to the round and irregular flat shape of cocoa beans. The shape 
of cocoa beans creates air space inside the cup which can scatter the 
spectra. Besides, air space inside the cup also contributes in reducing 
the acquisition performance of NIRS. In contrast, the condition of 
scattered spectra was not occurred in cocoa powder where the powder 
was uniform and fine. 

The application of spectra corrections gave different result in the 
fat content prediction of intact cocoa beans and cocoa powder (Figure 
3). It obviously increase the prediction performance compared to 
untreated spectra. Correction using MSC and SNV could increase 
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Figure 1: Intact cocoa beans and cocoa powder spectra
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Figure 2:  Scatter plot of predicted and measured fat content based on non-
corrected spectra (a) for cocoa powder, (b) intact cocoa bean.
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Figure 3:  Scatter plot of predicted and measured fat content based on (a) MSC 
cocoa powder (b) SNV cocoa powder, (c) MSC intact cocoa bean (d) SNV intact 
cocoa bean.
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Moreover, spectra corrections could give significant increment on 
the efficiency result. In cocoa powder, it was found that OSC had the 
highest ability in reducing the latent variables from 8 to 6. Meanwhile, 
MSC, SNV and OSC could significantly reduce latent variables from 
10 to 4. Several references mentioned that OSC together with PLS is 
the most applicable spectra correction in spectra processing that could 
reduce latent variables. 

Conclusion
The application of PLS together with spectra correction method 

in intact cocoa beans gave better prediction result compared to PLS 
without spectra correction which indicated by higher r value, lower 
RMSEC and RMSEP value and higher RPD value. In this research, 
MSC and SNV generated prediction result which considered having 
sufficient performance with RPD and RMSEP value were 1.95 and 
1.11%, respectively. Thus, MSC and SNV were found as the fittest 
spectra correction methods. It was also found that OSC, MSC and SNV 

could reduce the high number of latent variables of PLS prediction 
result in intact cocoa beans. Thus, it suggested that these three spectra 
correction methods could increase the prediction efficiency.
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